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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

EDWARD STEICHEN AND HOLLYWOOD GLAMOUR
As a word, glamour is hard to define, but is instantly recognizable. Its association
with Hollywood movie stars fully emerged in the 1930s in the close-up celebrity
portraits by photographers like George Hurrell. The aesthetic properties in these
images that help create glamour are characterized by the Modernist style, known for
sharp focus, high contrast, seductive poses, and the close-up (tight framing). My
essay will explore the origins of the visual aesthetics of glamour, arguing that their
roots can be found in the still life photographs of the 1910s, produced by fine art
photographers such as Edward Steichen. This essay will primarily focus on the
photography of Edward Steichen because he used these same techniques found in
his still life portraits on Hollywood celebrities when he began working for Condé
Nast’s Vanity Fair and Vogue in 1923. Steichen changed the conversation on how to
photograph celebrities and his practices eventually led to the creation of glamour
portrait photography. This thesis documents the ways in which Steichen
established the precedent for glamour photography when he applied the close-up
and Modernist style on Hollywood stars. The result of Steichen’s application was
photography that provided visually identifiable and mechanically reproducible
glamour.
KEYWORDS: Edward Steichen, Vanity Fair, Hollywood Glamour Portrait, Still Life
Photography, Close-Up
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I: Introduction
Glamorous is a term often used today to describe various public figures. Yet,
we still know surprisingly little about the origins of the word glamour or the
aesthetics behind its meaning. Glamour is something that is hard to describe, but is
instantly recognizable. Our modern understanding of it revolves around the
Hollywood movie stars whose pictures constantly inundate our world. In my own
words, glamour is an intangible quality that elevates an individual into the realm of
something else, their physical beauty and sexuality is beyond anything we see in
everyday life. Glamour is essential to the “it” factor that causes us to be obsessed
with these movie stars. Glamour is instantly recognizable in a certain style of
portrait, the quintessential glamour portrait. The glamour portrait creates an image
of a star, not the individual or the character, but a media personality made for the
audience’s consumption.
But where did glamour come from? How is it that there is a general
consensus of what is glamorous and what is not, without a concrete history or
definition of the word? Through the course of my research, it would seem that
glamour came fully onto the nation’s consciousness in the 1930s, by way of the
Hollywood film industry. It was during the early 1930s that Hollywood publicity
agents focused more on publicizing the star and less on a character from a film.
Their main source of advertising these stars was through a mass reproduced photo,
but it would need to be a photo that captured the audience’s attention instantly and
without fail, every time. This photo is the glamour portrait. The approach
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photographers took in producing the glamour portrait is characterized by the closeup frame, a sharp focus, and high contrast lighting.
While the role of photography is recognized as an essential element in the
modern construction of glamour, what is rarely discussed is the origins of the
aesthetics used in these photographs. Literature has traced these origins to the
work of George Hurrell. Hurrell was hired by MGM in 1930 as the in-house studio
portrait photographer and is today known as the father of the glamour portrait.1
His portraits of the most famous Hollywood faces led him to become the focus in
literature and identified creator of the glamour portrait. But I am taking a different
approach.
Before the Hollywood film studio photographers used these techniques, they
were already manifested in the fine art photographs of Edward Steichen and others,
especially in regards to still life photography. When Steichen began to work for
Condé Nast’s publications in 1923, he carried this style of photography with him,
and in the process fundamentally changed the way in which celebrities were to be
photographed. It is my argument that Edward Steichen is the creator of the glamour
portrait. It was his work that laid the foundation of the glamour portrait that was
picked up by Hurrell and other photographers in Hollywood, starting in 1930.
One of the earliest photographs Steichen took during his tenure at Nast’s
publications was of the actress Gloria Swanson (figure 1.1). Insofar as an image can
be the claim to be the ‘beginning’ of something, this image represents the beginning
of the glamour portrait. And it continues to embody glamour, as we know it today.
Mark A. Vieira, George Hurrell’s Hollywood: Glamour Portraits 1925-1992
(Philadelphia: Running Press, 2013).
1
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No earlier celebrity portrait that I have been able to find anticipates the aesthetics of
this photograph. By examining the aesthetic roots of this image and Steichen’s other
celebrity portraits, I seek to elucidate important visual and social elements
regarding the development of the modern glamour image.
Steichen’s attitude about glamour is expressed in a limited number of
photographs, specifically those he took during the years he worked for Condé Nast
(1923-1937). Because of his short tenure at Vanity Fair within in a very long
photography career, the importance of his portraits taken during these years is
often overlooked, unfortunately leading scholars to also overlook his
groundbreaking influence on the development of the glamour photograph. Even in
the recent literature on both glamour and on Steichen’s photography, few scholars
have paid much attention to his role in forming the modern construction of
glamour.2
To understand what was revolutionary about Steichen’s glamorous portrait
work, we can compare his production with the work of the Hollywood portrait
photographers Ruth Harriett Louise and George Hurrell. Louise was the portrait
photographer for MGM from 1925 to 1930 and her photographs of movie stars, it
can be argued, while beautiful are not glamorous. Louise’s technical approach
significantly differs from Steichen’s. On the other hand, Hurrell, who only began
working as a portrait photographer for MGM in 1930, clearly is under the influence
of Steichen’s vocabulary. It is interesting and not a little ironic that Hurrell is most
Dr. Stephen Gundle’s Glamour: A History, published in 2008, is the main scholarly
source on the subject of glamour. His definitions of glamour will be referenced
throughout this paper.
2
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often credited as being the creator of the Hollywood glamour portrait. It is only in
Liz Willis-Tropea’s 2011 article Glamour Photography and the Institutionalization of
Celebrity that a connection is made between Steichen and the origins of glamour.3
The photography historian Willis-Tropea documents glamour’s visual
introduction in American popular culture and glamour’s full emergence onto
national consciousness.4 Unfortunately, Willis-Tropea cites Hurrell as the first
photographer to perfect the glamour portrait, a very common opinion in scholarly
discussions on glamour photography.5 Her discussion on Steichen revolves around
his work for Vanity Fair. She argues that his work, while influential, simply
introduced a new take on the Hollywood star. “Steichen’s dramatic, highly stylized,
and often abstracted images in Vogue and Vanity Fair presented the American public
with photographic proof of a new model of femininity: ‘bold, confident, and
independent,’ the antecedent to Hollywood glamour.”6 I would argue instead that
the glamour portrait was brought to Hollywood through Steichen’s photography.
Like Willis-Tropea, Mark A. Viera’s biography of George Hurrell, published in
2013, perpetuates the misconception that Hurrell was the very first glamour
portrait photographer. “When he came to Hollywood in 1930, a movie star was soft
and undistinguished, like a portrait from a Main Street salon. Hurrell introduced a
bold new look: sharp focus, high contrast, and seductive poses… He created imagery

Liz Willis-Tropea, “Glamour Photography and the Institutionalization of Celebrity,”
Photography & Culture 4, no. 3 (2011): 261.
4 Ibid, 261.
5 Ibid, 262.
6 Ibid, 263.
3

4

that was unprecedented and unique.”7 Again, before Hurrell, Steichen
photographed stars for MGM, which were published in the pages of Vanity Fair and
Vogue and photographed in the same manner that Hurrell used. Moreover,
Stiechen’s photographs were strikingly different from any other celebrity portrait
published in the magazine or released by Hollywood studios up to that point.
My research revolved largely around the Vanity Fair archives, examining
each publication from 1900 to 1935. There was an obvious distinction between
Steichen’s approach to the celebrity portrait from those that came before him.
Additionally, his stylistic influence was obvious in the photographs created by
photographers employed after him. Upon further research, I found that Hurrell was
Steichen’s photography assistant in 1928 when he traveled to Hollywood to
photograph Greta Garbo. Hurrell spoke of Steichen’s influence, confirming my belief
that Steichen played a critical role in the development of the glamour portrait, a role
that has previously been overlooked by scholars and literature.
And just as scholars and the public have paid little attention to Steichen’s
development of the glamorous portrait photograph, the very concept of glamour
has, until recently, been little studied. This literature, while beginning to chart the
ideological character of glamour, has so far contributed surprisingly little to its
historical origins and the remarkable intersection of fine art photography,
advertising, the Hollywood film industry, and the star system it engendered, and
film technique itself. To study Steichen’s achievement, I want to approach his
glamour portraits from multiple directions: from the aesthetics of modernist still life
7

Viera, Hurrell’s Hollywood, 11.
5

photography that emerged in the early 20th century, from the development of the
cinematic close-up, and finally in comparison with the Hollywood studio
photographers that are most often associated with the glamour portrait.
Because there is little scholarly research and understanding on glamour and
the glamour portrait, my thesis serves as a contribution to the discussion of
glamour’s origins. It offers a new take on where glamour came from, extending its
roots beyond the Hollywood film industry and through commercial photography
and into fine art Modernist photography. It will offer scholars of Steichen’s work, as
well as media studies, a new way of looking at the glamour portrait within historical
context.
My research and the development of my argument depended largely on
examining and combining scholarly literature on a wide range of subject matter. In
addition to my archival research of Condé Nast’s publications, I examined still life
literature, as well as film theory and the history of cinema. It was during my reading
of still life literature that I made my first connection between still lifes and the
glamour portrait.
Through my study of Steichen’s photography, I saw a clear connection
between the portraits of Hollywood film stars he was taking for Vanity Fair with the
Modernist still life photography he took years earlier. Having previously studied
Steichen’s still life photography, I recognized the formal approach of a modernist
artist in the way he photographed the stars. Building upon Richard Leppert’s
definition of a still life from Art and the Committed Eye, I propose that the aesthetics
used in creating the glamour portrait are first seen in the still life photographs of the
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1910s by Steichen and his contemporaries. I have found that the same qualities
that Leppert uses to define a still life are the same qualities that help construct
glamour in glamour portraits. It is my argument that Steichen’s glamour portraits
operate accordingly to the principles that Leppert would subsequently articulate in
his essay. The fine art photographers that Steichen worked with in the early 1900s
recognized the power the close-up brought to the objects being photographed. They
found that when the close-up was used with a sharp focus and high contrast lighting,
even the most mundane thing could become visually interesting. By presenting the
objects in an unusual way and by eliminating any unappealing physical
characteristics, the close-up could render anything beautiful, even the most humble
still life objects. And it is in still life photography that the advantages of these
techniques were first worked out. Effectively, without attaching a name to it, art
photographers stumbled on to the means to glamorize virtually anything. But it was
Steichen who first applied these practices to the human face when he began working
for Vanity Fair.
This essay will argue that the close-up plays a critical role in the physical
construction of glamour. It is the close-up that carries the photograph of a celebrity
from the realm of a fashion spread and into that of glamour. Scholarly discussion on
the close-up has passed over the technique in photography and has instead focused
on the close-up in film. Consequently, besides Leppert, the theoretical frames of
reference for this essay are the writings by Béla Balázs and Giles Deleuze on the
close-up in film.
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Even as Steichen approached the language of glamour through his close-up
still life photography, cinematographers like D.W. Griffith had already discovered
the power of the close-up in film, between about 1903-1913. Griffith created an
expectation among his audiences that the close-up could reveal a truth about the
actor or actress that had never been seen before. Because this expectation was
established through film before the concept of Hollywood star glamour emerged
fully in 1930, there has been no recognition of the power and importance of the
close-up in photography prior to that year. This essay argues that the close-up in
glamour portraits has its origins in still life photography, not in film.
Steichen revolutionized our modern concept of glamour. It is one of the most
important achievements of his distinguished career as a commercial and fine art
photographer and curator. Yet it is perhaps one of the least recognized and least
understood contributions he would make in his lifetime. My research has led me to
discover the critical role he played in the origins of the glamour portrait,
contributing not only to the literature on Edward Steichen, but also to the brief
literature on the history of glamour.
Glamour is a social construct, one that we are actively involved with in
contemporary society. We are inundated with photographs of celebrities and there
seems to be a mass consensus as to which are glamorous and which are not.
Glamour, while easily identifiable, is difficult to define. There does not seem to be a
finite answer on the origins of the term or the aesthetics behind the word, allowing
this paper to participate in the discourse on glamour. This paper will demonstrate
why I place him at the core of the historical narrative of glamour. It is my argument
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that the modern notion of glamour was brought into photography through the work
of Edward Steichen, beginning first with his still life work and then coming to
complete fruition during his years at Vanity Fair.

9

Figure 1.1: Gloria Swanson. Edward Steichen. Vanity Fair February 1928. Photographed in
1924. ARTstor [online].

10

II: Steichen at Condé Nast Publications
Beginning in the year 1915, a transition is made at Vanity Fair to focus more
on film celebrities in order to appease the growing fascination among audiences to
see photographs of the stars. Prior to that year, Vanity Fair’s celebrity spreads
featured members of foreign royal families, dancers, and vaudeville stars. Talbot, a
photographer for the publication, photographed many celebrities including the
portrait of the French dancer and actress Gabby Deslys from 1913 (figure 2.1).
Talbot’s photo provides an example of the type of portraits commonly shown in
Nast’s publications prior to Steichen’s years there. The image shows Desyls from
head to toe and the image reads more as a fashion photo, rather than the portrait of
a celebrity. When Steichen began working for the publication, he drastically
changed the way the celebrities were photographed.
In 1923, Steichen was offered a job as the chief photographer for Condé Nast
Publications. Steichen and Nast had known each other for some years prior to his
hiring; Steichen had even photographed Mrs. Nast in 1907. Nast was aware of
Steichen’s artistic ability and offered him the position casually over lunch, a position
that would eventually lead Steichen to become the highest paid photographer in the
world. Steichen’s charge would be to make portraits of prominent people for Vanity
Fair. Each publication featured full-page spreads of celebrities and the portrait was
often accompanied by a small paragraph discussing their recent or upcoming work.
Steichen’s approach to these portraits was completely different from the other
photographers employed or previously employed by the publication. His approach
brought a more contemporary look to the published portraits, consisting of “sharp
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focus, high contrast, artificial lighting, and simplified backgrounds.”8 In 1924, all of
Steichen’s practices came together to produce the photograph of Gloria Swanson.
The photograph of Swanson, which was Steichen’s most celebrated portrait
from 1924, I am arguing, is the first glamour portrait for multiple reasons. It was
the first image that Steichen photographed for Vanity Fair that embodies the total
elements of glamour, the majority of which were forged in his still life photographs
of the 1910s and early 1920s. Swanson is a visual representation of culture, an
object for consumption that the viewer is demanding to see.
The qualities of glamour, as defined by Gundle, include “beauty, sexuality,
theatricality, wealth, dynamism, notoriety, movement, and leisure. The more of
these that are present, the more glamorous the result and the more successful the
image is likely to be in arousing wonder and envy among those who see it.”9 It is the
close-up that results in the beauty, theatricality, and dynamism that has
transformed Swanson from an actress into an exclusive, dazzling, and seductive
woman before the viewer’s eyes. Gundle argues that, “Distance is a necessary factor
in the maintenance of glamour. It serves to conceal or disguise the aspects of a
person’s being that are not glamorous.”10 For these photographers, this distance in
creating glamour is handled through the close-up, resulting in an image that seduces
the viewer’s gaze. Steichen first mastered this in his still life photographs, which
will be discussed later, and in the 1920s, Steichen transferred this practice onto the
human face. Swanson, whose face behind a lace veil is the only thing being shown in
Liz Willis-Tropea, “Glamour Photography,” 263.
Stephen Gundle, Glamour: A History (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 6.
10 Ibid, 14.
8
9
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the photograph, is something familiar, but yet completely unfamiliar at the same
time. We are unaware of any unappealing aspects because of how closely Steichen
has zoomed in on her face. Steichen has visually transformed this woman into
something otherworldly. Glamour is about the exterior transformation, the physical
transformation of something we know into something ethereal. It is through
glamour that “something could be made to seem what it is not…and especially
something better, more alluring, and splendid.”11
Evidence of Steichen’s exploration of femininity in his photography can be
seen in his photographs of women from the early 1900s. The female sitters were
often photographed with props to help convey and reinforce their femininity, as
well as their role as an object for consumption. Many of the photographs are tightly
framed, zooming in on the female sitter. Steichen’s photograph from 1901 La Rose
(figure 2.2) illustrates his exploration of the close-up on the female. The sitter has
been tightly framed and there is a stark contrast between the paleness of her skin
and the darkness of the rest of the photograph, pulling the eye into her face. Her
physicality is incredibly sensual, with her closed eyes, the tilt of her head that
emphasizes the curves of her neck and the fullness of her lips. She is bold and
daring, allowing herself to be captured in such an intimate, privately sensual stance.
Her sensuality is dependent on her feminine features and is reinforced by the roses
that adorn her hair, a symbol of love, beauty, and femininity. When viewing this
photograph with a 21st century eye and mindset, La Rosa presents a certain
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Ibid, 38.
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glamorization of the female sitter, but one that is dependent on her feminine
sensuality that is being objectified through the photo.
Steichen’s photograph of Marlene Dietrich from 1934 (published in 1935)
echoes La Rose from 1901, but Marlene’s glamour is stronger than that of the sitter
in the earlier photograph (Fig. 2.3). Like in La Rose, Dietrich’s femininity is
reinforced through Steichen’s use of props and is largely dependent on her
sensuality. Dietrich’s sensual pose objectifies her; her head is up-turned towards
the viewer, her eyes half-opened, and the slight reflection on her lips creates a sense
that she beckoning the viewer towards her, silently asking him to come touch her, to
kiss her. Her upturned hand, slightly reaching out towards an unknown audience
reinforces this idea. The props in the room not only reinforce her femininity, but
help make Dietrich glamorous: the flowers around her neck, the delicate lace glove
on her up-turned hand, the rich fabric on the chair in which she rests.
Photographs of stars were not new to Hollywood or to the public when
Steichen began photographing them, but his approach and style were new,
something that the public had not seen before. Very few publications were
permitted to send their own photographers to the film studios.12 Steichen, through
his affiliation with Vanity Fair, was a notable exception. Fan magazines such as
Picture-Play were dependent on the portraits taken in by the studio photographers
to fill their magazine’s pages. The majority of the photographs printed in the fan
magazines were of the actors and actress in character and costume.
Dance, Robert and Bruce Robertson. “Selling Fashion and Glamour.” From Ruth
Harriet Louise and Hollywood Glamour Photography. (University of California Press,
Los Angeles, 2002), 88.
12
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The November 1925 issue of Picture-Play featured on article on Charlie
Chaplin and is accompanied by multiple photographs of the international celebrity
(figure 2.4). The article discusses an actor who pretends to be Chaplin, copying his
style of dress, appearance, and posture. Although the focus is on Chaplin’s
identifying costume and makeup, there is not a single photograph of the actor out of
costume. The article would still hold weight even if it did include regular portraits
of the actor. Although the 1920s are when we see the development of the star’s
individual personality, there was still a lean and comfort towards the advertisement
of a character instead of a celebrity. The same year that Picture-Play published
these photos of Chaplin, Steichen photographed the actor out of character and
makeup (figure 2.5). Although the prints were not published in Vanity Fair until
1928, Steichen chose to photograph Chaplin as himself as early as 1925.
Steichen employs the close-up in his portrait of Chaplin and the actor
stoically stares at the camera. There is a quiet elegance and sophistication in the
way he looks at the viewer, a sharp contrast from his loud, goofy, and dramatic
portrayal on screen. Steichen’s dramatic lighting has once again created a contrast
between the background and the sitter, emphasizing Chaplin’s masculinity in his
handsome pinstriped suit. His approach to photographing Chaplin offered a fresh
take on how to photograph a star that is typically known for their character.
It was Steichen’s new take on the portrait of a star, a portrait that used the
close-up and a modernist style of lighting and poses, that resulted in the glamour
photograph which fully emerged during the 1930s. Steichen famously stated that he
wanted to make “Vogue a Louvre”, a statement that illustrates the reason he chose to
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photograph stars in the same style as he did in his still lifes.13 In the Camera Work
days, Steichen and colleague Alfred Stieglitz wanted to make photography a fine art,
on the same level as painting and sculpture. In their explorations to achieve this
they found that the close-up completely changed their still life photographs,
allowing them to be considered on the same level as painting and sculpture. Unlike
Stieglitz, Steichen did not separate fine art photography from portrait photography.
Indeed, from a 21st century perspective, his work has a post-modernist,
heterogeneous quality missing from many of his contemporaries, like Stieglitz,
Weston, Strand, and others. Steichen blended an artistic sensibility with the
commercial photographer’s essential flexibility, to change the work to suit the
product. In order to elevate his sitters for Nast’s publication into the sphere of fine
art, Steichen used the same techniques that he had found previously worked in still
life photography. While he was trying to endow star photographs with the qualities
of fine art, he was unknowingly creating glamour. Previous photographers for the
publication, as well as in Hollywood, were creating portraits that were consistent
with the times. Steichen was creating a new kind of art. When Vanity Fair
photographs of celebrities, prior to Steichen’s years, are compared with those after
he began working for the publication, a clear difference is visible. Images of the
silent-film actress Mary Pickford make for the perfect comparison.
In the October 1915 issue of Vanity Fair, actress Mary Pickford was given the
spotlight (figure 2.6). Pickford is fully photographed, sitting on a window bench,
reading a book, and looking straight at the camera as if the camera caught her in a
13Letter

from Edward Steichen to Edna Chase, c. 1926, Condé Nast Archive, Condé
Nast Publications, Inc., New York.
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private moment of home. Her famous ringlet curls are pulled over her shoulder and
she smiles sweetly at the camera. It is surprising that the photographer did not
choose to focus on Pickford’s face, especially her hair, because Pickford was known
for her hair. “When Pickford first started appearing in movies in 1909, the names of
film actors were not publically available. Companies did not want to pay more to
performers who might become popular, and players did not want their names
associated with favorites.”14 Stars favored by audiences were given nicknames and
Pickford’s hair “sparked the greatest number of pet names, including Goldilocks and
the Girl with the Curls.”15 Therefore, why not focus on her most famous features;
take a close-up of her face? Fans were paying to see the actor or actress in their
entirety, they wanted to see a full shot of her, in an intimate setting that created the
illusion that the audience was getting to know the celebrity on a more personal
level. A photograph of just her face would have alienated audiences. The October
1915 photograph fell in line with the style in which celebrities were being
photographed at the time.
Pickford was again photographed for a full-page spread, this time by Arnold
Genthe, in the November 1921 Vogue (figure 2.7). The caption under the
photograph reads:
MARY PICKFORD: The famous artist of the screen, who has portrayed a
world of heroines, in private life posed in this delightful costume with an
eighteenth-century charm that would have pleasured Sir Joshua Reynolds’s
brush. Mary Pickford’s most recent picture is a version of ‘Little Lord
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Fauntleroy’, in which she plays both the role of the little boy and that of
‘Dearest’, his mother. Miss Pickford is now in Europe.16
The fact that Pickford has been photographed in costume, even in “private life”,
speaks to the nature in which stars were viewed at this time. Prior to the
production of glamour in Hollywood, advertising and the publicity of celebrities
were focused on the role in which they played, the character they starred as was
more important than the star themselves. Pickford wears a costume because even
in 1921, as the most famous actress in the word, her face and name were not enough
for her to stand alone on.
Pickford began her acting career in Hollywood in the early 1900s, so by the
Genthe photographed her she was an established star. Genthe’s image does nothing
to benefit Pickford; she appears almost dowdy, like an average woman we all know,
and the wide focus causes the eye to get lost in the image. In fact, it is an easy image
to simply pass over. Steichen’s photograph of Pickford, taken for Vanity Fair and
published in August of 1925, by contrast exudes glamour (figure 2.8). Pickford
looks stunningly beautiful in the photograph and Steichen has captured a state of
interiority and an effect of deep emotion through the close-up. Her image is on the
page with two others and is the only close-up. The use of the close-up creates an
enticing and alluring image that immediately seduces the audience’s gaze.
The close-up creates a false sense of intimacy; we feel that we know her
because we are looking at her so closely, and there is no way to fake that intimacy.
She exudes glamour, but her glamour is a creation of Steichen through his camera.
The photograph is essential in the production of glamour because it makes the false
16
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seem true and “it allowed for the secret weaving of myths and enticements that
caught spectators unawares, enchanting them under the guise of a true
representation.”17 She is a production of glamour and the use of the close-up, while
drawing the viewer in, keeps us at a distance, essential to the production of glamour
because “no one we know intimately can be glamorous to us.”18 Steichen’s
photograph of Pickford elevated her to a new level, the level of glamour.
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Figure 2.2: La Rose. Edward Steichen. 1901.
ARTstor [online].

Figure 2.1: “Gaby Deslys,” Talbot,
Vanity Fair, 1913. Vanity Fair
periodical.

Figure 2.3: Marlene Dietrich. Edward Steichen.
Vanity Fair. June 1935. Vanity Fair periodical.
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Figure 2.4: “Charlie Chaplin Was His Derby.” Picture-Play. November 1925. PicturePlay archives.

Figure 2.5: Charlie Chaplin. Edward Steichen. 1925. ARTstor [online].
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Figure 2.6: Mary Pickford. Ira L. Hill.
Vanity Fair. October 1915. Vanity Fair
Periodical.

Figure 2.7: Mary Pickford. Arnold
Genthe. Vanity Fair. November
1921. Vanity Fair periodical.

Figure 2.8: Mary Pickford. Edward Steichen.
Vanity Fair. August 1925. Vanity Fair periodical.
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Detail of Figure 2.8.

III: The Photographic Close-Up in Still Lifes
Steichen developed his glamorous close-ups of stars independent of the film
studios. He was not confined by the studios’ expectations for publicity photography.
He did not need to promote the actor in a film, portrayed depicting emotions
somehow deemed most characteristic of that film. He was free to promote only the
actor, to concentrate instead on the face and to seemingly reveal a deeper identity of
the star as a personality transcending the particular film. Yet Steichen did work for
a publishing house famous for its promotion of clothes. So how is it that in
Steichen’s photographs, the body, and especially the face of the star came to be
privileged over the clothes worn or the roles the star played?
First, Condé Nast had to give Steichen the artistic freedom to approach the
stars in his own way. Nast also had to believe that modern aesthetics and
contemporary fashion were inextricably linked. But in the end, the photographs
themselves must have sold the editors on the value of Steichen’s particular
aesthetic.
The photographic circle to which Steichen belonged recognized the power
that the close-up, when used along side powerful lighting, and provocative poses,
could have in achieving an elevation of an object. This aesthetic was first worked
out in still life photography. That being said, pre-1930s observers did not have the
vocabulary to identify these still life photographs as being glamorous, but today we
can. As it has been noted by one Steichen scholar, the photographer’s still lifes made
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after the First World War allowed Steichen to “reexamine photography’s expressive
possibilities, sharpen his skills, and rethink the medium’s rightful functions.”19
At the end of 1902, Steichen joined with Alfred Stieglitz, and other
photographers to found the Photo-Secession in New York City. Among the stated
goals of the Photo-Secession was “to advance photography as applied to pictorial
Expression.”20 The organization was devoted to the explorations and promotion of
photography as a fine art, and had its own publication Camera Work, “an elegant,
beautiful, and independent new journal that could be valued ‘for its pictures alone,’
as well as for its articles about modern photography.”21 They wanted each
individual photograph to be judged on its own, for its aesthetic and formal qualities.
Although Steichen and Stieglitz would later part ways, it was in this circle of
photographers that the close-up came fully into development within photography.
The turn towards still life in photography occurred shortly after the
introduction of modern European art in the United States with the Armory Show
exhibition in 1913. It was at the Amory Show that artists in the Stieglitz circle
would have seen the still lifes of painters such as Cezanne, planting the idea to
explore still lifes in their own work.
Still life served as a vital experimental form in the birth of photographic
Modernism, which was first seen in the work of Paul Strand…during the mid
to-late teens. Strand was influenced by the art he had seen at the Armory
Show of 1913, as well as by the avant-garde European art that photographer,
gallerist, and art critic Alfred Stieglitz exhibited at his Gallery 291 in New
York and reproduced in his influential journal Camera Work. Strand
William A. Ewing, “A Perfect Conjunction,” in Edward Steichen in High Fashion: The
Condé Nast Years 1923-1937 (Minneapolis: FEP Editions LLC, 2008), 20.
20 Penelope Niven, Steichen: A Biography (New York: Random House, 1997), 167.
21 Ibid, 161.
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experimented with bowls, bottles, and fruit in an attempt to discover the
nature of photographic abstraction through shape and form.22
Steichen, Strand, and the other photographers working on still lifes were
transforming the general into the particular, allowing us to contemplate the small
details of things usually perceived with a mere glace. Strand’s use of the close-up in
the 1915 photograph Abstraction, Bowls (figure 3.1) draws the viewer’s eye in on
the abstract and mysterious bowls that he has captured. The close-up has given a
story to these objects, elevating them to something beautiful and unique, despite the
fact that they are simply bowls, without any special aesthetic qualities.
Steichen does the same in his close-up still lifes, such as Spiral (figure 3.2),
1921. Steichen transformed a humble commonplace seashell into an item of luxury.
His combination of dramatic lighting with the tight frame creates elegance to the
lines and spiral of the shell that would not occur if Steichen had done full, soft
lighting or not used the close-up. The dramatic lighting highlights certain aspects of
the shell, the spot light implies an important; it demands one’s gaze. There is a
mystery to the shell and nothing that we know very well can be glamorous.
Through both personal contact and the publication Camera Work, Steichen
and Strand’s use of the close-up on still life photography impacted such important
West Coast photographers as Imogen Cunningham and Edward Weston, who
adapted the technique to their own work with dramatic results. Cunningham began
photographing still lifes in the 1920s, using the close-up technique exclusively in
such images. As one photography historian has observed “1921 was a distinct
22
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turning point for Cunningham. She refined her vision of nature, changing her focus
from the long to the near. Her interest in detailed pattern and form became
evident.”23
Agave Design 2 (figure 3.3) is a close-up photograph of the leaves of an agave
plant. Without the title to give a context clue as to what Cunningham has
photographed, it is hard to tell what she has captured because the close-up has
completely transformed the plant into something new. The patterns in the image
and the subtle changes in color create a sense of wonder in the viewer. This
transformation from something ordinary to something almost otherworldly is key
to the creation of glamour.
In 1932 Cunningham, Weston, Ansel Adams, and other photographers who
favored the use of the close-up in photography joined together to create Group f.64.
Group f.64 photographers became known for taking highly focused, straight
photographs. Weston’s understanding of the close-up in accordance with strong
lighting and lines was the same as Steichen’s. They both recognized the ability to
reveal a seemingly deeper, mysterious side of an object or a sitter via the
dramatically lit close-up, while simultaneously hiding the true identity. About the
close-up, Weston wrote in his essay “Seeing Photographically,” “It enables him to
reveal the essence of what lies before his lens with such clear insight that the

“Imogen Cunningham,” Joseph Bellows Gallery, accessed 2014,
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beholder may find the recreated image more real and comprehensible than the
actual object.”24
Weston says that straight photography, which uses the close-up, highly
focused light and lines, allowed both the photographer and viewer to have a deeper
look into the nature of things, presenting the objects as he truly wants them to be
seen. They become more beautiful, more rarified than they really are. It is in this
same way that the glamour portrait functions. It reveals an almost hyper reality,
creating the sense that we are seeing something more true, even though we actually
know less about it (or the person). It is this duality of seeing more, but knowing less
that makes the object glamorous.
Weston, Steichen, and later Hurrell, recognized the beauty that could be
achieved through the close-up. One of Weston’s strongest examples of the
transformative quality of the close-up is found in his photograph Pepper No. 30 from
1930 (figure 3.4). The gelatin silver print of a bell pepper gives a whole new
identity to the fruit, making it more real and comprehensible than if the viewer was
to hold one in his hands. There is a seductive curvature and movement to the
pepper. It has the appeal of a figure’s back; it is a woman in a different form. It’s
perfectly lit to present a mood of dark shadows that give it a smoky appeal,
transforming the bell pepper into an incredibly sensual object. It is not hard or
stagnated, but rather it possesses an alluring softness and strength. George Hurrell
commented on the glamour in Weston’s still life photographs when discussing
glamour. “All of us glamorize everything, including the documentaries who
Edward Weston, “Seeing Photographically,” The Complete Photographer (Vol. 9,
No. 49, 1943), 3200-3206.
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glamorize filth and squalor. Even Weston does it, taking a picture of a gnarled tree
trunk. It’s a question of emphasizing…the dirt or the beauty.”25
The attitude of these photographers on still lifes belong to still life itself, but
when Steichen applied these attitudes to the human face something unique
occurred. In an essay on still life, Richard Leppert has argued that while painting
requires looking, still life evokes looking.26 The act of looking that Leppert argues
the still life calls for is strongly evoked through the use of the close-up. The close-up
causes the objects to become abstracted, urging us to reconsider them, to look
harder. The viewer is lured in and is the witness to what has not been seen before.
The evocation of looking and the senses in the close-up images, and the
intimacy that is felt through these actions is critical to the establishment and
maintenance of glamour. Leppert speaks to the senses in his discussion of still lifes,
saying, “still life additionally often evokes smell, taste, hearing, and touch. Perhaps
more than any other sort of painting, still life reminds of us our own embodiment, to
the extent that it so specifically relates us as physical and sensory beings to the
material world.”27 Glamorous beings are meant for our consumption and if the
image does not provoke such a strong sense of looking and intimacy between the
viewer and object, consumption will not occur.
Leppert’s arguments regarding the still life can be applied to the work that
Steichen did at Vanity Fair. Steichen’s physical act of photographing with the closeup was to establish intimacy, to bring forth an unknown, and ultimately glamorous
Viera, Hurrell’s Hollywood, 273.
Richard Leppert, “Still(ed) Life, Beauty, and regimes of Power,” in Art and the
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27 Ibid, 44.
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side of the object to the viewer. A large part of this intimacy is dependent on the
emotions and senses that are evoked in the viewer after they are called upon to
look. For example, Steichen’s 1919 Pears and Apple, France, a still life that uses the
close-up, evokes looking (figure 3.5). A photograph of apples and pears should not
elicit such intense gaze, but the close-up demands it. Steichen has photographed the
fruit so closely that we can see the texture of each individual piece of fruit, as well as
the grain of the table they rest upon. And like Leppert said, the image evokes the
senses: the smell of the pear, the feeling of the waxy skin of the apple, and the taste
of each fruit. By using the close-up, which in turn evokes such powerful emotions in
the viewer, Steichen has made the fruit all the more beautiful and real to the viewer.
Aesthetically, glamour arises in the photograph from the use of the close-up
in combination with dramatic lighting and a stylized pose. A photograph can
contain those elements individually, but when they are combined together, glamour
occurs. A photograph that uses a close-up frame, but all over lighting loses the
drama that occurs when there are stark contrasts between black and whites.
Dramatic lighting in a full frame shot does not draw the eye to the details but to the
contrasts, thereby causing the smaller, unique details to get lost. Each technique
demands something from the object in consumption, as well as the viewer, and
when they are used in combination with each other, glamour occurs. A visual
comparison between a still life and a glamour portrait illustrates the power that
these aesthetics have in the creation of glamour.
The straight photographs using the close-up frame and the modernist skills
that Steichen developed during his still life years, he then applied to his work at
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Vanity Fair and Vogue. Steichen’s approach to photographing celebrities was
entirely unique to the way they had been previously photographed for the
publication. In both Steichen’s Calla Lilly (figure 3.6) from 1921 and his portrait of
Elissa Landi (figure 3.7), published in the July 1933 issue of Vanity Fair, the
photographer has created glamour through his use of the close-up, dramatic
lighting, and poses. Steichen’s use of the close-up and lighting on the bud of the calla
lilly allows the eye to focus on the soft, elegant lines of the white petal. There is a
contrast in tonal values with the white petal and the dark shadows Steichen has
created, versus the dark leaves with white spots. The eye is drawn in and moves in
a circle around the sensuous curve of the petal before radiating outward to the
elegant, patterned leaves. In both photographs he has produced a controlled drama
with the pose, focus, and lighting. There is a luxury created, a glamorous air to the
objects he has transformed before our eyes. Once, while discussing his lighting with
a studio visitor, Steichen described it, saying: “We use light to dramatize, to build up.
We use it to transform. We use it to express an idea.”28 He has sharply defined and
boldly lit both figures, showing the viewer what is meant for consumption.
In the Landi portrait, Steichen focuses only on the star’s face. Landi’s head
leans back, elongating her neck and she peaks out at the viewer from underneath
her long eyelashes. Her gaze, while almost nonexistent, is sultry and lures the
viewer in. Her creamy white skin contrasts with the darker color of the wall behind
her, drawing attention to the beautiful contours of her face, neck, and the almost
hidden line of her collarbone. The grace at which she leans back, along with her
Patricia Johnson, “The Modernist Fashion: Steichen’s Commercial Photography
between the Wars,” from Edward Steichen: Lives in Photography: 241.
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pearl earrings, give off an air of extreme luxury and wealth. Steichen’s dramatic
lighting darkens half of her face, creating a sense of mystery as to who Landi really
is, while simultaneously brightening her physical features that are illuminated.
Many of the visual characteristics of a still life, as defined by Leppert, are the
same characteristics that define glamour. Both still life and glamour are about
power and what power gets you, both are about what people wanted to see at a
given period of time. Still lifes and glamour portraits both evoke an intense gaze
from the viewer, as well as an awareness of the viewer in relation to the object,
whether person or thing being photographed. He argues that still life privileges
culture over nature, and the glamour portraits of celebrities, like Landi, were visual
representations of cultural icons.29
Steichen and his fellow still life photographers were aware of the power the
close-up held because it was a technique that would consistently, no matter what
was being photographed, result in a beautiful image. Steichen understood this
power more than anybody and how it be used humble objects in his fine art
photography. When he became a commercial photographer, he applied the close-up
to the human face, transforming a commercial image into a fine art photograph, and
creating glamour.
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Figure 3.1: “Abstraction, Bowls.” Paul
Strand. 1915. ARTstor [online].

Figure 3.3: “Agave Design.” Imogen
Cunningham. 1920s. ARTstor [online].

Figure 3.2: “Spiral.” Edward Steichen.
1921. ARTstor [online].

Figure 3.4: “Pepper No. 30.” Edward
Weston. 1930. ARTstor [online].
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Figure 3.5: “Pears and Apples, France.” Edward Steichen. 1919. ARTstor [online].

Figure 3.6: “Calla Lilly.” Edward Steichen.
1921. ARTstor [online].
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Figure 3.7: Elissa Landi. Edward
Steichen. Vanity Fair. 1933. Vanity Fair
archives.

IV: The Cinematic Close-Up
The years 1903-1913 are discussed in film history as the years in which the
groundbreaking technique of the close-up was introduced in film. It was during the
second decade of motion pictures that audiences began demanding stories in film,
resulting in the creation of a new narrative medium.30 Cinematographers began
exploring different ways to shoot their scenes, straying away from the dominant,
formal staging of showing actors full length, as if on a stage. As early as 1903,
cinematographers were using the close-up as a way to achieve certain reactions and
emotions from actors and audience members alike. One of the earliest examples is
in Edwin S. Porter’s film The Great Train Robbery from 1903. The close-up shot
features the gangster bandit pointing his gun directly at the audiences and was both
wildly exciting and terrifying, despite having no narrative function in relation to the
rest of the film (figure 4.1).
Along with Porter, D. W. Griffith is acknowledged as one of the earliest
purveyors of the close-up in film. Griffith was America’s most prominent pioneer
director.31 Around 1912 he began working as a director for the studio Biograph,
where he produced more than four hundred films that were “superior in technique
and content to anything that had gone before.32 He had a gift and instinct for
manipulating moving images, allowing him to discover new possibilities in
filmmaking. His movies often featured close-ups of the film industry’s most famous
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actors and actress. In his discussion of film, David Robinson discusses Griffith’s
achievements with the close-up:
The great discovery at which he would arrive, bit by bit, was that a scene
could be split up into small fragments, incomplete in themselves, out of
which the whole could be reassembled. This, he recognized, gave him much
more command of dramatic and emotional effect…Griffith broke the “twelvefoot” convention…By 1910 he was varying the shot, freely using close-up or
extreme long shot within the same scene.33
The cinematographer found that a close-up of a face could stand alone in a film, that
scenes no longer needed to consist visually of the entire setting.
With practice, Griffith discovered that the close-up completely changed
actors’ performance, adding new dimensions and layers to the roles they were
playing. Eventually the close-up would change film-acting styles as whole. Evidence
of this can be found in roles played by the actress Lillian Gish in two of Griffith’s
films. Gish starred in Griffith’s The Lonely Villa in 1909 and in The Mothering Heart
from 1913. Her performance greatly differs between the two films. In The Lovely
Villa, the actress performs with excessive gestures. In The Mothering Heart, Gish
gives a more internalized performance, realized in relation to Griffith’s use of the
close-up (figure 4.2). The close-up of the human face, like Gish’s in the later film,
conveyed new emotions for both the actress and the viewers. Griffith played an
essential role in facilitating this new identity of the star through the close-up in film,
just as Steichen would later do in his celebrity portraits.
Film theorists, such as Béla Balázs have recognized the power of the close-up
in these early films. Balázs argued that the close-up technique has the ability to
reveal “the hidden mainsprings of a life,” as well as place emphasis on “the most
33
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delicate nuances.”34 For Balázs, the close-up does not strictly refer to the face, a fact
that Steichen would prove correct in his still life photographs. Through the closeup, photographers and cinematographers were able to reveal, as Balázs articulates
it, “the hidden mainsprings of a life which we had thought we already knew so
well.”35 Audiences came to believe that they “knew” a celebrity the more they saw
pictures of them, but also that it is through the close-up that something revelatory
occurs.
As viewers, we accept Steichen’s close-up portraits of celebrities that present
them in a new way. For example, we accept his unique portrait of Gloria Steichen
and the simultaneous objectification ad glamorization of her because she is an
established actress and her image is known to us. Steichen’s photograph of her falls
in line with all other images of Swanson in time that have proceeded this particular
close-up, creating a unity that allows the viewer to understand both the image and
the presumed identity of Swanson. Balázs writes on this in relation to the close-up
in film:
What is done is not to break up into detail an already existent, already
formed total picture, but to show a living, moving scene…as a synthesis of
sectional pictures which merge in our consciousness into a total scene
although they are not the parts of an existent immutable mosaic and could
never be made into a total single picture.36
For Balázs, the close-up in film is not meant to break up an already established
picture of a scene, but rather show details of an active moment, a living scene. The
viewer then takes those small details, building them together in their consciousness
Béla Balázs, “The Close-Up,” in Theory of the Film: Character and Growth of a New
Art, (New York: Dover Publiations, Inc., 1970).
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to form a total scene. The close-up in photography works in the same way. The
actor or actress is a living, moving being, their lives functioning like a movie scene,
and the close-up portrait is a sectional picture. When the close-up portrait is
merged together with all other pictures, they form the total identity (or scene) of
said actor or actress.
For the French film theorist Gilles Deleuze, the close-up is the face. According
to Deleuze, “there is no close-up of the face, the face is in itself close-up, the close-up
is by itself face and both are affect, affection image.”37 The affection images, as
defined by the theorist, is that which occupies the gap between an action and a
reaction, absorbing an external action and reacts on the inside; in other words, the
affection images lies in the world of internalized emotions. It is a reflection of our
actions and emotions, taking them in and reacting to them in the way that we
dictate. When thinking of Deleuze’s theories of the close-up and the affection image
in relation to glamour, I see the external action that the image absorbs as the viewer
declaring the individual pictured as being glamorous. The image absorbs this active
statement and in turn, becomes truly glamorous as a reaction. It is for this exact
reason that something other than the face can become glamorous when the close-up
is employed. We have seen in the still lifes of Steichen, Weston, and Strand that the
objects in those images can be called glamorous because of the use of the close-up
and because we declare them so.
Deleuze also discussed the way in which the close-up removes the individual,
a point that again relates to glamour. “The close-up has merely pushed the face to
Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 1: The Movement-Images, (London: The Athlone Press,
1986), 87.
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those regions where the principle of individuation ceases to hold sway…The closeup does not divide one individual, any more than it reunites two: it suspends
individuation.”38 In glamour portraits, the close-up helps create glamour because it
removes any unappealing aspects of the person photographed, aspects that make
that person an individual, resulting in a perfect, glamorous object. Only by removing
the individual can something become truly glamorous. Despite the fact that the
individual is removed through a glamorous transformation by means of the closeup, the close-up seems to reveal to the viewer something new and a deeper
understanding of the person or object photographed. The close-up creates through
intimate proximity the illusion of intimacy. The glamorous identity of the sitter
being photographed is a construction of the photography, as well as a social
construction by the participating audience. The very fact that glamour is a
construction of others is the reason why even subjects of still life photographs can
become glamorous.
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Figure 4.1: Still from The Great Train Robbery. Edison Studios. 1903.

Figure 4.2: Still from The Mothering Heart. Biograph Studios. 1913.
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V: The Hollywood Portrait Pre-Steichen
In order to understand Steichen’s unique approach to photographing
celebrities, his work must be reviewed in comparison to the other portraits of
celebrities being taken around the same time. Ruth Harriet Louise was hired by
MGM in 1925 as the studio’s in-house publicity photographer. According to Robert
Dance, Louise’s photographs fall into three different types of images of the star: still
action photos taken on set, publicity shots that often focused on fashion or the star
at home, and the third being the formal studio publicity portrait used to help create
or refine the star’s image.39 The formal portrait taken by the studio was most often
in relation to a certain character for the publicity of a movie. While this may have
resulted in some artistic restriction in her photography, Louise’s portrait lack a
certain luster that makes a movie star a star, nor do they evoke the same power of
emotion in the viewer as Steichen’s portraits.
For example, Louise’s photograph of Ramon Novarro as Ben-Hur presents
the famous actor in costume, and although shot in close-up the photograph lacks
any quality of glamour (figure 5.1). Her set up of the actor is conventional to the
practices of portrait photography at the time. Louise’s use of full lighting does not
create the drama or sexuality that is needed to achieve glamour. Because glamour is
about an exterior transformation, the use of lighting is essential to achieving drama,
such as creating shadows or highlighting certain parts of the face. When Louise uses
full lighting, Novarro is not transformed into a desirable star; he is presented to the
viewer exactly as she has photographed him. Louise is more focused on condensing
39
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the character of Ben-Hur into a single image, which reduces the aesthetic elements
that elevate the sitter. Although Novarro was a well-known actor at the time, the
Louise photograph presents his fame through the character the actor played, rather
than Novarro as a star, independent of the role he’s playing. In Louise’s treatment,
Novarro’s face is not independently interesting. It is Novarro as Ben-Hur that
matters.
Like Louise, Steichen occasionally photographed stars in costume and a
comparison of a portrait by each photographer illustrates the way Steichen’s
aesthetic approach elevated his sitter. For example, Steichen’s image of John
Barrymore that was published in Vanity Fair in December of 1923 is of the famous
actor as Hamlet (figure 5.2). Steichen’s treatment of Barrymore’s face is
significantly different than Louise’s photograph of Novarro. In a close-up Steichen
captures the famed actor in an undeniably beautiful way, shown in profile, with his
eye’s closed and his lips barely parted. The image of Barrymore is evocative of the
modernist style that Steichen would fully transition to in the next years, with the
dramatic pose of the actor and the extreme contrast between his pale skin and the
jet-black background. Photographed in this way, Barrymore seems to reveal
something hidden and mysterious about himself, as opposed to the character of
Hamlet.
Eroticized in this way, Barrymore is also in a way feminized as an object of
desire. Women are the most common bearers of glamour. It often seems that for
men to be glamorous and desirable, they must enter into objecthood, the traditional
space of the female model. They lose their role as active agents in a narrative and
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become objects of erotic attention. As previously illustrated, the close-up tends to
eroticize whatever it touches.
Fred Archer, a leading photographer in Hollywood during the 1920s, said
that the objectives of the studio photographs were to advertise the production,
market the production, and reference the production.40 Despite the pressure for
Louise to create portraits that would strongly publicize for the studio, it was
ultimately her decision as to how she photographed the sitters. Viera describes
Louise’s technique in his book on Hurrell as inventive but that her work could often
be “prosaic and perfunctory.” “Her usual practice was better suited to a firing squad
than to a portrait gallery. She put her subjects against a blank wall and shot them
with flat lighting. She rarely moved the camera closer than mid-length.”41 In fact,
many of Louise’s close-up shots were actually created not during the portrait sitting,
but during processing. She would shoot “a copy negative of only the subject’s head
and shoulders. This copy negative became the official image. Predictably, the result
was grainy, muddy, and marred by obvious retouching strokes.”42
If we take her photographic production for MGM as a whole, it would seem
that for Louise, the notion of glamour was solely associated with fashion. Many of
her photographs of stars that she meant to be “glamorous” showcased their
costumes and clothes. Because she was working in Hollywood prior to its
association with the newly coined understanding of the word glamour, it is
understandable that Louise connected the actors’ identity with clothes. For
Ibid, 92.
Viera, Hurrell’s Hollywood, 38.
42 Ibid, 38-40.
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example, Louise photographed Greta Garbo in 1925 for the film The Torrent (figure
5.3). Garbo is shown in full length, wearing a large fur coat, with the only parts of
her body showing being her face, her feet from the ankles down, and a small part of
her hand. For Louise, the fur jacket in association with the star Garbo defined the
rarity and fame of the actress, yet Garbo is lost in the image. The photograph seems
to be more of a showcase for the fur jacket than for the movie star. And because of
this association of clothing with glamour, Louise consistently focused on
photographing different textures and designs. It made her photographs less
dramatic and more about pattern than those photographers who would eventually
define glamour. Our modern understanding of glamour has a stronger association
with the stars’ physicality, personality, and sexuality than it does with fashion.
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Figure 5.1: Ramon Novarro as Ben-Hur. Figure 5.2: John Barrymore as Hamlet.
Ruth Harriet Louise. MGM studios. 1925. Edward Steichen. 1922. Vanity Fair
Scanned from Robert Dance’s book
periodical.

Figure 5.3: Greta Garbo for The Torrent. Ruth Harriet Louise. MGM studios. 1925.
Scanned from Robert Dance’s book.
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VI: The Hollywood Portrait Post-Steichen
The year 1928 is integral to the discussion of the origins of glamour in
relation to Steichen. During this year, there is a large increase in the number of fullage celebrity spreads with photographs by Steichen in Vanity Fair. In one issue
alone, of the eight full-page celebrity spotlights, all featured a Steichen portrait
photographed in the close-up and modernist style. Some of Steichen’s most famous
glamour portraits were published that year, including the Swanson image, as well as
photographs of Charlie Chaplin, Fred Astaire, and Joan Bennett.
During that year a critical event occurred: Steichen traveled to Los Angeles
for Vanity Fair to photograph Greta Garbo and John Gilbert. Steichen was able to
photograph the movie stars at the MGM studio, the same company who would later
hire George Hurrell. This trip was influential to Hurrell’s career because Hurrell
was the one who processed the photographs of Garbo and Gilbert for Steichen.43
Steichen’s photograph of the pair was published in 1928 and the famous photo of
Garbo was published in Vanity Fair in October 1929 (figure 6.1).
Greta Garbo is often identified as the total embodiment of Hollywood
glamour. She embodied the mystery, exoticness, and beauty essential to becoming a
glamorous Hollywood star and the close-up was critical in this creation. She made
her earliest appearance in Vanity Fair in November 1925 in a celebrity feature with
a close-up photograph by Arnold Genthe (figure 6.2). Genthe’s photograph, taken in
the first month that Garbo arrived in America, speaks more to the glamorous
transformation that would occur to the actress rather than glamour itself. “For
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Genthe’s camera she radiated not sexual allure but the intensity and determination
of a serious actress. And yet she had an undeniable presence.”44
Steichen photographed the star in 1928 in what is recognized today as one of
her most famous portraits. Using the close-up and modernist technique, Garbo is
photographed sitting on a chair, with her hands on her heard, holding her hair back.
Vanity Fair was so enraptured by the image that they used it again in the 1933 issue.
In his memoir, Steichen described the session at the MGM studio set for A Woman of
Affairs:
She was in a little box. What bothered me most was her hair. It was curled
and fluffy and hung down over her forehead. I said, ‘it’s too bad we’re doing
this with that movie hairdo.’ At that she put her hands up to her forehead
and pushed every strand of hair back from her face. At that moment, the
woman came out, like the sun coming out from behind dark clouds.45
The photograph radiates glamour. The exact moment that Steichen has chosen to
photograph, Garbo pushing her hair away from her face, draws the viewer’s gaze
immediately to Garbo’s face. The viewer is presented with the illusion that this is
Greta Garbo, her own hands have literally pushed the façade back, and the illusion is
willingly accepted as reality. Steichen’s best celebrity portraits create the visual
effect of glamour because they present the audiences with a false truth that is meant
to be believed. His photograph of Garbo convinces the viewer that Garbo’s personal
magnetism inspired Steichen’s vision. The close-up shot “established the iconic

Robin Muir, “Greta Garbo,” in The World’s Most Photographed (London: National
Portrait Gallery Publications, 2005): 75.
45 Ibid, 76.
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status of her extraordinary face and presented it as the most intriguing blank canvas
in cinema.”46
The personality that Garbo portrayed to the public contributed to her
reputation as being a glamorous movie star. She was aware of how the photograph
would impact her career and used it to her advantage, only authorizing seven
photographers to take her picture.47 This exclusivity made her tantalizing out of
reach to fans, turning her into an object of mass curiosity, causing audiences to
crave those limited photographs. With over thirty-two million letters annually sent
to the major film studios, the publicity photographs taken by photographers like
Steichen were, arguably, “more influential defining that nature of stardom and its
attendant glamour than the movies they promoted.”48 Audiences, critics, and the
film studios immediately recognized her glamour. In 1929, Pierre de Rohan of the
New York Telegraph wrote of Garbo, “She has a glamour and fascination for both
sexes which have never been equaled on screen.”49
The movie studios attached the close-up strongly to Garbo, with
cinematographers using the close-up in their film shots and in movie posters. The
final scene of the 1933 movie Queen Christina is a close-up of Garbo’s face as she
looks out onto the sea (figure 6.3). Ending a movie with a close-up of her face sears
the image into the viewer’s mind and speaks to the power that the close-up of
Garbo’s face held. The movie poster for the film is composed primarily of a close-up
Robin Muir, “Greta Garbo,” in The World’s Most Photographed (London: National
Portrait Gallery Publications, 2005), 75.
47 Muir, “Greta Garbo,” 72.
48 Ibid, 75.
49 Karen Swenson, Greta Garbo: A Life Apart (New York: Scribner, 1997): 220.
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of Garbo’s face and her last name is larger than the movie title itself (figure 6.4).
Although she is being portrayed as the character from the film, the advertisement
for the movie is dependent on the audience’s recognition of Garbo’s face. Audiences
would have been inclined to see the movie because they were aware of the glamour
of Garbo and would have wanted to take part in her stardom.
As Steichen continued to photograph celebrities, most of the other
photographers for Vanity Fair fell in line with his exact same style. Each celebrity
full-page feature showcased the star in a close-up with the sharp focus and lines
indicative of the Modernist style. In cases where a photographer chose to capture
stars in the Pictorialist style, the images fall flat. In January of 1929, a page featuring
six photographs of up-and-coming actress (figure 6.5) follows a close-up
photograph by Steichen of the famous George Gershwin (figure 6.6). The
juxtaposition of the two pages is striking.
When the eyes come upon the first page featuring the six actresses, it
bounces around the page, never lingering on one image longer than the other. If the
eye does linger, it is on the top center photograph, which is photographed with the
close-up. The images do not exude the stardom that these women are said to
possess. When the page is turned and the viewer comes upon the drastically
different photograph of Gershwin, the viewer lingers.
Gershwin is photographed at the piano, writing on sheet music, with a lit
cigar in his mouth. He is not focused on the viewer, but the viewer is intently
focused on him. The sharply focused and highly stylized image causes Gershwin to
exude a certain air of coolness. There is a sense of admiration and desire that the
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viewer feels toward Gershwin, feelings that are essential to glamour. Admiration
and desire can exist without glamour, but glamour cannot exist with admiration and
desire. These feelings must be provoked in the viewer in order for the celebrity to
achieve a state of glamour. Steichen’s photograph of Gershwin is far more
successful in presenting a glamorous celebrity than the previous page featuring six
stars.
From 1929 onward, there are fewer photographs of celebrities by Steichen,
but almost all of the photographs are shot in the style he put into practice at Vanity
Fair and Vogue. Celebrity portraits by photographers like Cecil Beaton began to fill
the publication’s pages next to Steichen’s. Beaton, who is today one of the world’s
most famous celebrity and fashion photographers was hired by Vanity Fair in 1929.
From the very beginning, his published photographs were shot in the close-up and
Modernist style that had been made popular by Steichen. Beaton listed Steichen as a
source of inspiration and as he came into his own style and developed more
confidence as a photographer, his photos radiate glamour, like in his image of
Norma Shearer from the September 1930 Vanity Fair (figure 6.7).
There is a romantic and mysterious quality about Shearer, her eyes are close
and her face is upturned, as if she is indulging in her own radiance. The bright silver
effect of the background looks expensive, reminding the viewer that those who are
glamorous come from a world of wealth and leisure. Beaton has photographed her
in the way we want to be captured, in our most beautiful moments alone. It is very
voyeuristic image, a secret moment of her beauty and as viewer, we are allowed to
see and take party in this moment. Balázs says that the close-up reveals, “the
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invisible face behind the visible…the invisible face visible only to the one person to
it addresses itself—and to the audience.”50 Beaton has revealed Shearer’s invisible
face to the audience and the glamour is the appeal of wanting such a moment
ourselves.
Despite the celebrity features now showcasing images by other
photographers, Steichen’s influence on the magazine’s photographs and other
photographers did not go unnoticed. In April of 1931, Vanity Fair’s editor wrote on
Edward Steichen and his powerful role at the magazine:
Inspired Camera: Edward Steichen, who for the past eight years has been the
official photographer for Vanity Fair, is acknowledged to be the finest camera
artist in the world. His portraits of famous people, which appear in these
pages every month, are clearly distinguishable from those of all other
photographers by their dramatic quality of light and shade their brilliant
simplicity of line and composition, the subtlety with which the characteristics
of the sitters are brought out, and their great technical perfection.51
In 1930 when Hollywood latched onto glamour and studio portrait photographers
began rapidly producing glamour portraits of stars for the world, Steichen was not
credited for introducing the style of the close-up in celebrity portraiture. Studio
execs found a way to rapidly reproduce glamour in photographs through the use of
the close-up and the Modernist style, and all photographers began using it.
Although the close-up had been used on the human face prior to Steichen, like in
film, it was his ingenious skill of combining the close-up with other technical
innovations that elevated his photographs above all others. His trip to the MGM
studio in Hollywood in 1928 brought his style directly to Hollywood, forever
changing the way celebrities were photographed.
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After he was hired by Condé Nast, the presence of Steichen’s photographs
inevitably inspired studio photographers to reexamine their work. Hurrell
discussed the influence that Steichen had on his work: “Steichen was sort of an ideal.
To me he was the great commercial photographer. I used to subscribe to Vogue and
devour every picture he shot.” When Hurrell, who is credited as the first glamour
portrait photographer, was hired by MGM in 1930 as the studio portrait
photographer, he photographed the stars strictly using the close-up and in the
Modernist style, the technique that Steichen put into place.
Hurrell photographed almost every well-known actor and actress in
Hollywood after he began working for MGM. As he photographed the stars, he
started to realize what truly made a person glamorous and wanted to invoke their
“star quality,” to bring the enchantment of glamour to his portraits. “When he
photographed socialites, he could make them look attractive, but he could not make
them glow from within. That was the intangible thing that made a star. That was
glamour.”52 His photograph of Gloria Swanson, taken in his very first year at MGM
studios, illustrates how he took Steichen’s aesthetics and used them in his own
images to create glamour (figure 6.8). The picture is intimate and feels as though
she is meant for our consumption only. When pressed on how he made glamour
portraits, Hurrell said, “Bring out the best, conceal the worst, and leave something to
the imagination.”53
Steichen and Hurrell both wanted to bring that special “something” out of
their sitters, they wanted to bring forth the personal magnetism, the star quality
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that was glamour. Hurrell directly witnessed Steichen’s skill as a photographer and
continued on his practice, using the close-up and playing with sharp contrasts in
light in his images. His direct ties to MGM and other Hollywood film studios is a
large reason why he is credited as being the creator of the glamour portrait. He was
working directly with the Hollywood studio execs to create and sell glamour. It was
through the techniques that Steichen had put into place at Vanity Fair and Vogue
that Hurrell used and expanded upon to bring Hollywood glamour and the glamour
portrait fully into existence.
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Figure 6.1: Greta Garbo. Edward Steichen
Figure 6.2: Greta Garbo. Arnold
Vanity Fair. October 1929. Condé Nast archives. Genthe. Vanity Fair. November
1925. Vanity Fair periodical.

Figure 6.3: Still from Queen Christina. MGM studios. 1933.
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Figure 6.4: Movie poster from Queen Christina. MGM studios. 1933.

Figure 6.5: “They Were All Born of Show Figure 6.6: George Gershwin. Edward
Folks.” Vanity Fair. January 1929.
Steichen. Vanity Fair. January 1929.
Vanity Fair periodical.
Condé Nast archives.
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Figure 6.7: Norma Shearer. Cecil Beaton. Vanity Fair. September 1930.
Condé Nast archives.

Figure 6.8: Greta Garbo. George Hurrell. MGM studios. 1930. Available from World
Wide Web: (http://georgehurrell.com/gallery/).
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VII: Conclusion
Many years after Edward Steichen finished working for Condé Nast
publications, the Museum of Modern Art in New York held a photography exhibition
called “Glamour Portraits” (figure 7.1). The MoMA’s media release described the
1965 exhibition’s selected photographers as those “who have helped define our
changing ideas of what a beautiful woman should look like.”54 Among the featured
photographers was Edward Steichen. The exhibition showcased the photographs of
many well-known glamour portrait photographers like George Hurrell, Cecil Beaton,
and Baron A. De Meyer. Many of these photographers began their career at Vanity
Fair and all photographed celebrities in the style that Steichen brought to the
publication. The fact that the MoMA chose to include Steichen, a photographer who
worked before glamour became a national phenomenon, illustrates that his work is
integral to the discussion on glamour photography.
Through the mass publication and circulation of Steichen’s images at Vanity
Fair, it seems as though his name attached to an image became tantamount with
glamour. But because of his ever-changing career as a painter, a still life
photographer in the Stieglitz circle, a commercial photographer, a war
photographer, and a museum curator, Steichen’s role in the origins of the glamour
photograph seems to have been overlooked. Before Hollywood latched onto the
aesthetic and the word glamorous, and photographers like George Hurrell became
synonymous with the word, it was Steichen who brought the aesthetics to Vanity
Fair, the same aesthetics that became visually representations of glamour.
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By examining his work in still life photography and his career at Vanity Fair
in comparison with other celebrity portrait photographers, this paper has sought to
mark Edward Steichen as the de facto creator of glamour. Steichen’s successors
directly witnessed his skill as a photographer and continued on his practice, using
the close-up and modernist aesthetics Steichen became known for, bringing
Hollywood glamour and the glamour portrait fully into existence. But it was
Steichen who saw the power that the close-up had on an everyday objects, its
unique ability to transform the object, first in still life photographs. When he applied
this technique to the face of a celebrity, a transformation occurred that produced
glamour. Steichen established the precedent for glamour photography when he
began using the close-up on Hollywood actors and actresses, the earliest being the
Gloria Swanson photograph. The result of Steichen’s application was photography
that provided visually identifiable and mechanically reproducible glamour.
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Figure 7.1:Museum of Modern Art, Exhibition Press Release. 1965.
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